THE BILLION DOLLAR PHONE TAP...

Menwith Hill Station

...America's Big Ear in the heart of Yorkshire.

The Rooker Affair: fact & fiction

Germany & the Middle East

The secret campaign against the ILEA
America's big ear on Europe

'Tinkerbell' — the national phone-tap centre which the New Statesman revealed in February — is only one small part of a massive exercise in spying on civil and commercial communications. A much bigger role is played by America's highly secretive National Security Agency (NSA), operating from a remarkable base at Menwith Hill, eight miles west of Harrogate in Yorkshire.

Menwith Hill — unless the KGB has something even bigger — appears to be the biggest tapping centre in the world. From its heavily guarded operations room a special high-capacity cable runs underground to the Post Office microwave tower at Hunters Stones five miles away: this provides an umbilical link into the international telephone and telex system running through Britain. A direct tap which is placed on lines to France and elsewhere in Europe has been in operation for more than 15 years.

Five years ago Congressional inquiries uncovered some traces of the NSA's wholesale interception of American and other civilian communications. But the agency has stubbornly resisted all subsequent attempts to discuss any details of its $10-12 billion-worth listening-post — reflecting Britain's strategic position in the world communications net.

CAMPBELL and LINDA MELVERN begin the process of enlightenment.

THE MENWITH HILL BASE covers 562 closely-guarded acres of the Yorkshire Moors, festooned with a remarkable array of satellite-tracking aerials. Its business for more than fifteen years has been sifting the communications of private citizens, corporations and governments for information of political or economic value to the US intelligence community: and since the early 1960s its close partner in an operation of ever-growing technical sophistication has been the British Post Office.

The Post Office has built Menwith Hill into the heart of Britain's national communications system — and Britain, of course, occupies a nodal position in the communications of the world, especially those of Western Europe. It is not an exaggeration to say that the first stage of the Post Office's microwave network was constructed around Menwith Hill and its operations: at least five high-capacity networks feed into the base, from all parts of Britain, through the nearby Post Office tower at Hunters Stones (see map, and illustration).

One tap which we can anatomise in considerable detail — due to the documentary indiscretion of a Ministry of Works surveyor — connects at least 3,600 London-to-Paris phone lines to the listeners at Menwith Hill.

The Ministry of Defence said last week that the station 'exists with the full approval of the British government'. They did not deny that it intercepted international civil communications on a massive scale but a spokesman claimed that it did not listen in on calls across the Atlantic to or from Britain, 'or any domestic calls in the UK'.

The cautious and partial denial — the Post Office, as always, declines to discuss questions of interception — fails to deal with most of the points we have put to the Ministry. No attempt is made to deny the interception of phone calls to and from Europe, including those from North America: nor is the interception of non-telephone communications, such as telex and telegram traffic, denied. Since most of the operations of the 'big ear' at Menwith Hill would presumably be concentrated on the European side of Britain's communications, the MoD does not appear to be denying any pertinent part of our description. Given the almost total unreliability of official statements about communications interception, it is hard to know how seriously to take any part of the MoD's attempts to explain away the remarkable facilities at Menwith Hill. We have acquired some evidence suggesting that one of the base's minor roles involves the interception of phone-calls between Ireland and the UK: some gesture towards assistance with the anti-IRA campaign might make the existence of Menwith Hill more palatable to the host government. The MoD has refused to comment on suggestions that Menwith Hill could run taps on individual phone lines in Britain — such as those of people campaigning against cruise missile deployment. And a recent statement by a former USAF colonel who supervised some National Security Agency operations during the sixties reinforces the point that everything going across the Atlantic can be read by the NSA somewhere. Col. Fletcher Prouty stated in October 1979 that:

there are three satellites over the Atlantic, each capable of transmitting about 20,000 circuits.

There are eight transatlantic cables with about 5,000 circuits. NSA monitors all these circuits, collects and records the electronic information transmitted, and its computers can pick out the messages it wants by 'key words'.

Every aspect of Menwith Hill's operations is shrouded in secrecy. But we have been informed that it was specifically identified, during secret sessions of the 1975 Congressional hearings on US intelligence agencies, and described as the larger of two centres for tapping telephone lines in Europe. Three past and present US intelligence officials also confirmed the role of the base from first hand knowledge.

One ex-NSA analyst told us that he had seen a document giving the 'secret all-civilian base' authority for 'tapping the telephone lines to Europe'. A high ranking intelligence consultant, who still works for the US intelligence community, told us that he was aware of Menwith Hill's elaborate telephone and telex tapping facilities. He had inspected the station over 15 years ago, and agreed that it was still engaged in tapping; 'I know it for sure', he said.

One former British military officer has had occasion to visit Menwith Hill's computer vaults. He discovered that it 'intercepts telephone and other communications to and from the United States and Europe. Computers file intelligence dossiers on European political and trades union leaders.'

THE BASE was first planned in 1954, but did not start operations until 1960. Initially, it was run by the US Army Security Agency, the military monitoring arm of the NSA. In September 1960, a US Army general inaugurated Menwith Hill as the 13th US Army Security Agency Field Station.

The Post Office scheme of secret links also began in 1954, and the planning and construction of both the base and its tapping network proceeded side by side until the early 1960s. The tapping network was concealed within a Post Office plan for a chain of microwave radio towers like the one in central London; this system, named 'Backbone', was supposed to go providing emergency links if Britain was attacked. But when, after some delay, Backbone was completed, it turned out to be feeding signals into the intelligence base at Menwith Hill instead.

In August 1966, both the 13th ASA Field Station and a subsidiary base at Kirknewton near Edinburgh abruptly closed. Civilians from the National Security Agency took Menwith Hill over entirely, and it became, as it has remained, self-contained and ultra-secret.

The legality of the NSA's operations in Yorkshire may be open to doubt. Under
section 4 of the Official Secrets Act of 1920, any Secretary of State can issue a warrant for the interception of telegrams and telephone calls in and out of Britain. But the Post Office Act of 1969, which was used to justify domestic telephone tapping last year, only allows Post Office employees to intercept telephone calls for crown servants'. Americans are not crown servants.

The Post Office has refused to comment, and says that interception 'is dealt with by the Home Office'. Peter Archer MP, who as Solicitor General last year defended the government's orthodox tapping in criminal cases, told the New Statesman this week that such a massive snooping exercise 'was clearly not intended by parliament in passing the two Acts.'

Last week the MoD were 'not prepared to answer' when asked how many people worked at Menwith Hill. But a 1974 release dealing with the installation of one of its conspicuous tracking dishes said it had a staff of 800, and since then its facilities have certainly expanded considerably. All employees have to work under rigid security control. Family members are ordered never to mention 'NSA', and all, including children aged twelve and over, are instructed to report all contacts with 'foreign nationals'. Officials and their families have been quickly sent home for even minor indiscretions of teenage children.

NSA surveillance of international telephone lines was admitted officially when CIA Director William Colby appeared before the Pike Committee on Intelligence in 1975: But no details were revealed.

Since Colby's statement, NSA has faced repeated action in the Supreme Court by individuals and groups whose ordinary and legal civil communications were intercepted. NSA has repeatedly refused to disclose details of how it came to intercept their phone calls or telegrams, pleading that disclosure would damage 'vital SIGINT (signals intelligence) sources'.

Heading the list of facilities which NSA does not wish discussed in public is Menwith Hill. So far, no court has forced NSA to the point of disclosure, but some have decided that NSA's reluctance implies that they have illegally breached the US Constitution.

FIVE MILES SOUTH of Menwith Hill, a freshly painted sign marked 'Post Office Engineering Department — Private' denies access to a small patch of hilltop woodland. Within the woods is the Hunters Stones Post Office Tower, 320 feet high. Although isolated in the moors and away from all Britain's major urban areas, this tower has a greater communications capacity than almost all others in the system. Hunters Stones is virtually the pivotal point of more than a million route-miles of microwave radio connections which have been installed in Britain.

The microwave network links-up Britain by sending thousands of phone-calls (or other messages) along radio-beams between towers roughly thirty miles apart. Many of the details of the system are physically observable, or can be worked-out from information which has to be routinely published for engineers and others: exhaustive analysis of this material shows at least five routes feed into the Hunters Stones tower which are not used for television, telex, or even orthodox defence purposes such as links to early-warning stations. Although there are conceivably even more exotic explanations for all this surplus microwave power, the obvious one is that the 'mystery' beams are taps upon various aspects of the whole system — and, in the case of the tap on the London-Paris beam, it can be traced in detail.

From a small, well-protected engineering building at the base of the Hunters Stones tower, a remotely controlled television camera, installed since enquiries were first made to the PO about the station's purpose, keeps a careful watch on anyone approaching. Below ground, five cables are installed in a small tunnel which runs beside the road north to Menwith Hill. One of these cables, paid for and installed by the Americans themselves three years ago, is the principal feed to Menwith Hill. Although only about two inches in diameter, it is protected — very unusually for robust trunk cables — by being laid in an aluminium tray within the tunnel. Such a construction indicates a massive capacity equivalent to up to 32,000 telephone lines — which is achieved by sending very high frequency radio signals along the cable.

We visited PO engineers who were working to replace a manhole cover on the cable tunnel. They described the cable but did not know its purpose. They said that if anything went wrong with the Americans' cable 'all hell would break loose'. The engineers were subsequently warned not to speak to reporters.

During March, a colleague photographed the secret US cable in its protective tray. Since then, however, a, literal cover-up has taken place. When a New Statesman photographer visited the area last week, new covers had been installed over the cable and padlocked down, concealing it from view. The new covers are in addition to the normal manhole covers, which are 8 inches thick and weigh several hundredweight. The sign and surveillance camera at Hunters Stones are also new.

The Menwith Hill Station Commander, Albert D Braeuninger, does not deny the existence of the link to the Post Office. In an interview, he explained:

We pass information through the UK communications system. Our line is cable... it is purely a communications link. We only use the Hunters Stones power as a customer of the Post Office.

Another NSA official has acknowledged that the main cable to Hunters Stones was indeed 'high capacity'. The Post Office have refused to answer any questions, and will only say that 'Hunters Stones is one of our microwave relay stations. The details of routing of circuits over the microwave network is something we don't discuss publicly'.

MENWITH HILL is completely and carefully isolated from the local community. Many of its staff live on an estate within the base security fence, or on other specially built housing estates. All their supplies come from a duty free 'PX' shop, and the base has its own water supply, generators, sewage facilities, fire station, petrol station, restaurants and entertainment facilities. The outer perimeter is guarded by Ministry of Defence police, who have no idea as to the purpose of the base. They maintain regular patrols, which question anyone stopping in the vicinity. The heart of the base is two massive concrete operations blocks, both extending several floors below ground, housing hundreds of millions of dollars worth of computer, communications, and satellite tracking equipment. The 'ops' area is surrounded by a triple wire fence and has armed guards.

Even outside the operations area, many offices on the site are entered by means of combination lock codes. Although base commander Braeuninger claimed that the base was a joint facility, the spouse of a former senior Menwith Hill official gave a different account:

There were no high ranking Brits. They did all the menial jobs like cleaning, maintenance and electricians for the houses.

The security precautions were intense;
Tions hearing, NSA’s Assistant Director for Committees, to whom Menwith Hill is a be divulged. During a March 1976 appropriation, Charles Knudson, asked for appropriations to 274 family houses for ‘a classified location overseas’. In fact, NSA only has one lease with Hill, to the casual visitor, is the array of Installations and Logistics, Brigadier General Charles Knudson, asked for appropriations to 274 family houses for ‘a classified location overseas’. In fact, NSA only has one lease with Hill, to the casual visitor, is the array of Devices and protective ‘radomes’, which amply satellite communications aerials, tracking various locations and, revealingly, ‘two ... item of interest.)

THE MOST STRIKING FEATURE of Menwith Hill. More housing was required ‘due to relocation of overseas missions and assumption of a new mission’. The secret station’s work, he said, required 47 dwellings at various locations and, revealingly, ‘two ... leasings (for) our senator representatives at Don, England’.

NEITHER he nor NSA Director General Lew Allen would go further in open session. We have, however, obtained copies of both the secret Pike report (which was later leaked to the Village Voice newspaper) and further details of the secret testimony on the monitoring of all foreign communications traffic. In 1976, the Pike Committee reported that:

NSA systematically intercepts international communications, both voice and cable. Messages to and from American citizens have been picked up in the course of gathering foreign intelligence.

During the secret hearing of the Pike Committee, NSA Director Allen gave a more detailed account of how this occurred. According to one firsthand source, Allen did identify two principal British sites for this project — one in the Harrogate area and the other in ‘southern England’.

But the operation which could be partially-glimpsed in post-Watergate inquiries into the intelligence-agencies’ operations had been quietly growing ever since 1945 — it represents, as in Britain, a determination by secret bureaucracies to hold onto powers acquired during the Second World War, and expand them into new technological environments. Four days after VJ day, the Army Security Agency told the American commercial communications corporations that they must continue to hand over copies of all overseas telegrams.

The companies were uneasy, for to do so in peacetime was illegal, but the procedure became ‘institutionalised’ under the title SHAMROCK, being taken over by the NSA when it succeeded to the Army Security Agency’s operations in the fifties.

By spring 1975 the Senate Intelligence Committee under Senator Frank Church finally got wind of SHAMROCK, and in May it was abruptly dropped as being of no further value as ‘a source of foreign intelligence’. Although SHAMROCK was not doubt obsolete by comparison with the facilities at Menwith Hill and elsewhere, the NSA fought bitterly to prevent any discussion of it.

They denied access to papers, and tried — after Colby’s admission about the scale of NSA trawling — to entice the committee into deeply secret briefings. When Congresswoman Bella Abzug summoned NSA officials and papers, the NSA tried to invoke ‘executive privilege’, and, angered, the Church Committee called public hearings of SHAMROCK and other NSA operations spying on international civil communications. Church himself led off with a bold description of NSA:

The name (of NSA) is unknown to most Americans. (Yet it) is an immense installation. In its task of collecting intelligence by intercepting foreign communications, the NSA employs thousands of people and operates with an enormous budget. Its expansive computer facilities some of the most complex and sophisticated machinery in the world.

NSA, ‘the largest and least known’ intelligence agency was also the ‘most reticent’.

While it sweeps in messages from around the world, it gives out precious little information about itself ... no statute establishes the NSA or defines the permissible scope of its activities.
The Church Committee didn't quite do that. While they exposed Shamrock public indication whether similar activities started becoming obsolete in 1962, when NSA values are known. We have however pieced processor known as STRETCH, coupled to intelligence significance while working at a rate speed. Harvest could look for words of intercepted communications at phenomenal everything in a large daily newspaper in less than a second. (It was also specially designed for codebreaking).

Menwith Hill, we have learnt, received a similar but smaller IBM computer at about the same time, based on an IBM 7094 processor. These computers, and manual analysts elsewhere, used then and still use a procedure called 'watch lists' for sorting information. The watch lists contain names of political figures, businesses, and other topics of interest.

The extent of NSA surveillance of targets unrelated to 'national security' is breathtaking. From published articles, and private information from more than half a dozen former NSA employees, we have compiled an extensive list of organisations or individuals whose calls and telegrams were intercepted, or who were on 'watch lists'. They include:

- Former US Attorneys-General Ramsey Clark and Robert F. Kennedy; Texas Governor John Connally; civil rights and black activists Jane Fonda, Dr. Benjamin Spock, Tom Hayden, Rev Ralph Abernathy (who succeeded Martin Luther King), Eldridge Cleaver, Abbie Hoffman, Stokely Carmichael; foreign leaders Holden Roberto and Robert Mugabe; Detroit attorney Abdeen Jabara, whose calls and telegrams were intercepted, or who were on 'watch lists'.

Messages referring to these and others, including 75,000 US citizens, had been compiled by NSA computers and analysts up to 1974. Naturally, the US names featuring in NSA files are a small proportion of the Agency's output. The Church Committee noted that 'the great majority of names on the watch list have always been foreign citizens and organisations.' Their composition would be similar to that of the US list:

- members of radical political groups, from celebrities to ordinary citizens involved in protests against their government.

During 1974, the NSA collection of hundreds of thousands of files on foreign citizens and organisations was transferred to a new computer databank, called COINS (Community Online Intelligence System), which is used by NSA, CIA and the Defence Intelligence Agency, DIA. NSA is, according to one COINS analyst, by far the largest user. COINS is now used to file much of the information originating from bases like Menwith Hill. Its scope is broad, according to one report. By 1974, its spread of US citizens under surveillance included:

- prominent Americans in business, the performing arts and politics, including members of Congress.

It is worth noting, of course, that over the same period the British signals-intelligence agency, GCHQ, has conducted — without such lavish technical support — a very similar operation monitoring telegram traffic in Britain. Details were exposed in the Daily Express and Daily Sketch during 1967.

The histories of Menwith Hill, Hunters Stones and the NSA itself have been closely linked, if very privately — intertwined for 25 years. NSA was formed in 1952, and ordered to monitor foreign communications under a top secret and still classified directive called NCSID-6. In October 1952, NSA took control of the interception operations of the US armed forces, including ASA and the US Air Force Security Service, which had just started two bases at Chicksands, near Bedford, and Kirknewton, a few miles west of Edinburgh.

Recently declassified files in the United States National Archives indicate that a critical and secret meeting to plan Anglo-American cooperation in electronic activities was due to take place two years later, between two civil service committees. These were the British Joint Communications Electronics Board (part of the Cabinet Office), and its US equivalent. Declassified correspondence shows that the NSA's forerunner, the ASI, was involved in this planning.

The ‘Backbone’ microwave tower chain, which was described in the February 1955 White Paper:

- The Post Office are planning... a special network both by cable and by radio, designed to maintain long distance communication in the event of attack. This was mostly misleading flannel. In April 1955, local MP James Ramsden was told that the site was to become a 'US Army radio station'. Construction began in April 1956 and an initial US Army personnel set up on 11 October 1954, but no record of the actual meeting or its agenda can now be found in the archives. Inquiries of official archivists have elicited a response that the meeting never, in the end, took place as 'joint objectives had already been agreed'.
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Because of environmental difficulties, Hunters’ Stones was completed later than other towers, during the winter of 1961 and was commissioned in 1962. At first, a cable was laid simultaneously, in a cross-country ditch. Using the CPRE files, and several years prior research on the contemporary PO tower network, it is possible to portray the subsequent development of the network that fed Hunters Stones:

- The first link went south from Harrogate to London. But soon after a special new route bypassed London and finished up at a tower at Fairseat, near Maidstone.
- A Ministry of Works surveyor in June 1962 inadvertently sent the CPRE a letter showing that the radio links from Fairseat would go three ways: London, Paris, and Harrogate. The third connection from Fairseat — across England to Hunters Stones — could play no sensible part in a communications circuit between London and Paris. Nor, evidently, are Harrogate and Maidstone such centres of commercial activity as to merit their own hot-line. The surveyor’s letter showed clearly that the northward link was to be installed simultaneously as part of the London-Paris connection. It could only be a tap.
- In 1963, new links were added: east to a tower at The Stonebow in the centre of York; west, to Quernmore near Lancaster; and north to Craigow Hill near Dundee.
- The claim that the new system was for use ‘in the event of attack’ was untrue. Such a system, linking radar stations and control centres, was built by the Post Office and added to the microwave network. But it was designed and built two years after the other links. It follows different routes.
- Since 1963, other connections have been fed into Hunters’ Stones. One line branches off near Oxford towards Plymouth. Currently, there are two other connections which stop at Hunters Stones; from Manchester, and from London.

A MAP PUBLISHED by the Post Office in 1973 provides a quantitative measure of Menwith Hill’s capacity. The map shows that the four original links had each a capacity for 3600 simultaneous telephone calls in and out. This gives a total of 14,400 lines.

But the International Frequency List, a voluminous international directory compiled in Geneva, contains additional information. The entries in the 1979 list based entirely on information supplied by the Post Office itself, show that Hunters Stones beside relaying radar signals, has additional connections. According to this official source, 5,400 additional inward only circuits feed into Hunters Stones, mostly from Leeds, and ultimately London.

The link to London has access to the international exchanges, and thus the whole panoply of international connections. The link to York is well placed to connect to submarine cables to Scandinavia and north west Europe, some of which leave from Scarborough. The link to Lancaster can access transatlantic cables, and connections to Ireland.

Although every section of the Menwith Hill network cannot be exactly traced, its purpose is clear. As the international communications network has boomed over the past three decades, Menwith Hill has been able to scoop up each new link abroad.

The critical phase came in 1966 when NSA took over the USAF unit at Kirknewton (the 6952nd Radio Security Mobile) and the ASA Field Station closed on the same day — 1 August 1966. The change had been anticipated; the local paper printed a report that civilians were to take over during January 1966. US spokesmen said the story was untrue. But, by July, 70 NSA personnel were escorted from the Grand Hotel and the takeover had begun. Personnel and tasks were transferred from Kirknewton down to Harrogate.

One of the Kirknewton analysts who left USAFSS before the move south was a young conscript to the USAF. Jim Haynes is well known in British arts circles for his role in starting the Edinburgh Traverse Theatre, the London Arts Lab and the International Times (IT). He is not well known for having worked for NSA when he first came to Scotland. He told us about Kirknewton’s tasks:

I monitored commercial telegram networks... between London, Paris, Moscow, Beograd, Cairo... Machines in intercept rooms, tuned to transmission channels, would spew out 8-ply paper. The tapes were a pipe dream.

Watch lists were used at Kirknewton. Many of the items looked for concern commodities or financial information. Since the early ‘60s, communications have increasingly been sent by cable or satellite. Thus centres for radio monitoring like Kirknewton have become outdated. In contrast, Menwith Hill’s taps on international links provided the ideal input from cables. Such taps would also facilitate keeping track of submarine cables, which are political, military and economic. Transatlantic communications relay centre for the (US) Department of Defense, has boomed over the past three decades, Menwith Hill has been able to scoop up each new link abroad.

The Pike Committee report gave a useful insight into the commercial targets of US monitoring; they found:

at least one new area of non-political and non-military emphasis in international intercept - economic intelligence. Communications interception in this area has developed rapidly since January 1973, partly in reaction to the Arab oil embargo and the failure to obtain good information on Russian grain production and negotiations for purchase with American corporations’

Once again Menwith Hill, straddling the main US communications routes to Eastern Europe and the Middle East, is NSA’s prime source.

Menwith Hill, according to a former British military officer and several other locally employed personnel, went on high alert at unusual times. One such occasion was when the NSA’s spy ship Pueblo was captured off North Korea. More interestingly, however, all say that the base works overtime immediately after an IRA bomb incident or other terrorist activity.

The timing is revealing. It is not the base guards who go on overtime. The agents’ job, one official who has worked with NSA explained in Washington, is to sift through already recorded communications to find a message between Britain and Ireland or elsewhere concerning the forthcoming attack. ‘Tape is cheap’, the official explained, ‘storing an hour’s call on a 1,000 line leaf is simple’ and would use less than $100 worth of tape.

The Hunters Stones tower has direct microwave links to other towers at Lancaster and Manchester which, between them could provide access to all the lines between Britain and Ireland, as well as many transatlantic circuits. Such taps would also facilitate keeping track of submarine cables, which are fundamental to the base of further communication by returning bombers. The inclusion of the terrorists and their ilk as NSA targets may be an inexpensive gesture made to the British government for the extraordinary facility that the Post Office has provided for NSA to spy on British communications.

THIS ACCOUNT of Menwith Hill’s operations has been put, in some detail, to the Post Office, the Ministry of Defence, NSA base Chief Braueninger, NSA itself, and its Special US Liaison Officer, who is former NSA Deputy Director Benson Buffharn (now billed as a ‘Political Attaché’ at the US Embassy).

NSA would only say that its British operation was classified, and this covered any computers there. The Post Office has had equally little to say. Albert Dale Braueninger, Menwith Hill Chief, said, ‘Our concern is quite forthcoming on what he claimed the NSA didn’t do; suggestions that they monitored national and international communications were, he said ‘rubbish’. Pressed for a specific explanation of its facilities, however, he resorted to waffle:

We do radio relays [a standard euphemism for sigint] — material comes in from a variety of places and is rerouted. It is a switching operation. We route it sometimes to the UK and sometimes to the US.

Although he made Menwith Hill sound like a central London exchange, the above description scarcely refutes our allegations. Asked specifically about NSA, he retreated:

It is not pertinent for me to discuss our organisational relationships within the UK or outside. You cannot really expect me to answer what kind of work we do on line either in a technical or operational sense.

When these and similar questions were repeated to the NSA office in London last week, and also to the Ministry of Defence, they too retreated behind familiar covers. Menwith Hill, they said, is a ‘communications relay centre for the (US) Department of Defence’.

We then resubmitted detailed questions to the Ministry of Defence and the American Embassy, and asked for interviews. We also asked the Home Office and the Foreign Office if they had issued any warrants for the interception of international communications. No information whatsoever was forthcoming from any of them. Whitehall, it appears, is ready to join in protecting NSA from British as well as American inspection.